Shifting Shapes
2 November 2013-12 January 2014

Pera Education organized in conjunction with the exhibition of Greek artist Sophia Vari, workshops designed for ages 4 – 14. The program ran between 2 November 2013 – 12 January 2014. The program Shifting Shapes provided the opportunity for participants to explore and examine the Sophia Vari: Sculptures and Paintings exhibition. After the tour of the exhibition, participants had the opportunity to work on different projects using a variety of techniques and materials.

**Paper on Paper**
After viewing the collage work within the exhibition, children then created their own collage using a variety of different papers and materials.

**Wooden Sculpture**
By combining pieces of wood, children designed new sculptures.

**Bulky**
Children participating in this workshop prepared reliefs using different materials.

**I Love Blue!**
Children explored the many tones of blue and then create their own paintings by mixing these different tones.

**Everyday Shapes**
Using Sophia Vari’s geometric and organic shapes as inspiration, children worked with different materials to create their own abstract and concrete reliefs.

**Step by Step with Watercolours**
The participants created works of art using watercolour and a variety of techniques.

**Stone Mason! Journey to Mars**
During this workshop children, after examining Sophia Vari sculptures, created their own sculpture out of ytong, a light concrete block.

**Fancy Jewellery**
After examining Sophia Vari’s jewellery work, children designed their own jewellery using different materials.